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“I mean, look at me. Do I look anything like that superstar? Other than the fact that I use Clear
anti-dandruff shampoo, I don’t!”
One of the many memorable quotes from the play “My Mother Thinks I Look Like Cristiano
Ronaldo”, Temasek Junior College’s very own TJDrama put in tireless effort into bringing to life two plays
and performing it for the college to see in a Drama Showcase. TJDrama presented a double bill, comprising
of a comedy, “My Mother Thinks I Look Like Cristiano Ronaldo” and a devised piece, “The Nature Of
Time That Can Never Rewind”. In their recent Singapore Youth Festival performances on the 24th and
20th of April respectively, TJDrama clinched a Certificate of Distinction for their performance of “My
Mother Thinks I Look Like Cristiano Ronaldo” and a Certificate of Accomplishment for their performance
of “The Nature Of Time That Can Never Rewind”.
The showcase took place on the 27th and 28th of April this year in the Blackbox in TJC, with the
tickets priced at $7 each. It was a tremendous success, with their shows having great audiences comprising
mostly of the casts’ families, friends and some of their alumni. While the space in the Blackbox was
smaller than the actual space the plays were devised in, the actors managed to adapt well, still being able to
bring out the meaning and messages of the plays.
“My Mother Thinks I Look Like Cristiano Ronaldo” and “The Nature Of Time That Can Never
Rewind” are two vastly contrasting plays, both with its unique set of qualities and outstanding moments.
Not only were they extremely impressive in terms of the unique acting and stage presence, the behind-thescenes work for both plays were able to aptly enhance the atmosphere using lighting and sound effects that
created suspense, tension, sadness, and happiness at just the right moments. It takes a great amount of skill
and hard work to be able to present such different yet equally fulfilling plays, yet TJDrama managed to
exceed all the expectations that the audience members had, dazzling them with the witty quips and
heartbreaking moments.
To quote an audience member Kim Sang Ah regarding the performances, “I was frankly amazed by
the acting of our JC seniors. The use of set and sound were very clever, and the actors projected their
voices very well with clear enunciation, which successfully conveyed the emotions meant to be portrayed
by the performances. I had never watched a drama showcase in TJC before, and was quite blown away by
how much more mature and professionally produced it was compared to many other school drama
performances I had watched in the past.”
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The piece “My Mother Thinks I Look Like Cristiano Ronaldo” was a comedy following a
Singaporean family with an avid football fan of a mother, but with a father and daughter who do not seem to
share this same fiery passion, creating a recipe for fun and laughs. Throughout the performance, there was
much room for hilarious banter and funny one-liners that had the audience delighted. From the colourful
costumes that required the actors to wear wigs and sandals to represent “coffee shop aunties”, to the
occasional sound effects of a football stadium filled with cheers, to the light-hearted way the lines were
portrayed by the talented actors, it was evident that the entire
play was thoroughly thought through and executed to the best
it could be. It was no wonder that its outstanding delivery
during TJDrama’s Singapore Youth Festival performance on
the 24th of April had managed to garner an impressive
Certificate of Distinction, truly bringing pride to the name of
the college. This play was truly an incredible joy to witness, in
how it managed to encapsulate a humorous, engaging mood
that left the audience overwhelmed with elation.
The piece “The Nature Of Time That Can Never
Rewind” was a devised performance comprising material written by students in the drama club. This play
explores the relationship between a dead mother and her living daughter, as the mother attempts to reach
out and mend the broken relationship between her daughter and her. In order to do reach out into the living
dimension, she enlists the help of Seers, which are characters who
help to mediate and facilitate this journey. Throughout the
performance, there is play between different elements, of light and
dark, of dream and reality. Sound plays a big part in creating the
appropriate atmosphere in the play, with solemn or dark music played
throughout. “My mind used to think in nightmares and scary dreams,
but the skies spoke to me and soothed me”. Through this, the play
explores the complexities of human relationships via the themes of
pain, loss, despair, hope, and peace.
Drama is an extremely refined art form, full of expression and meaning, which the cast and crew
have to create together in harmony. TJDrama managed to do this splendidly, evoking emotion and life into
the audience and the atmosphere. Their ability to express two completely different moods between the two
different plays goes to show how flexible and diverse the skillset of the members are, and TJC is proud to
be home to such a talented group of students. A quote from Charleston, a member of TJDrama, “I feel that
the drama showcase helped the audience to disengage with their own lives and to be part of a world in
imagination, which is difficult to construct especially in the midst of a stressful JC life. Drama helps all,
from the cast to the crew and the audience, to be part of a society which they can explore without any
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implications." Indeed, TJDrama’s performance absorbed us into a world like no other, and we look forward
to their next performances. Congratulations TJDrama!
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